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Abstract 
Lee, H.-M. and G.J. Chang, Set to set broadcasting in communication networks, Discrete Applied 
Mathematics 40 (1992) 411421. 
Suppose G = (P,‘,E) is a graph whose vertices represent people and edges represent telephone lines 
between pairs of people. Each person knows a unique message and is ignorant of the messages of other 
people at the beginning. These messages are then spread by telephone calls. In each call, two people 
exchange all information they have so far in exactly one unit of time. Suppose A and B are two 
nonempty subsets of V. The main purpose of this paper is to study the minimum number b(A,B,G) of 
telephone calls by which A broadcasts to B; and the minimum time t(A,B,G) such that A broadcasts to 
B. In particular, we give an exact formula for b(A,B,K,) and linear-time algorithms for computing 
b(A,B,T) and r(A,B,T) of a tree T. 
Keywords. Gossip, broadcast, complete graph, tree, algorithm. 
1. Introduction 
Gossiping and broadcasting problems have been extensively studied for several 
decades; see [ll] for a survey. In these problems, there are n people. Each person 
knows a unique message and is ignorant of the messages of other people at the 
beginning. These messages are then spread by telephone calls. In each call, two 
people exchange all information they have so far in exactly one unit of time. Sup- 
pose each person can only call some of the people. We use a graph G=( V,/,E) to 
represent these information as follows. I/= { 1, . . . , n> is the set of these n people; and 
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(i,j) E E if and only if i and j can call each other. A typical example is the complete 
graph K,, which represents that each pair of people can call each other. 
The gossip problem is to determine the gossip number of a graph G, denoted by 
g(G), which is the minimum number of telephone calls for all people to know all 
messages. For any connected graph G, it is well known that g(G) = 0 for n = 1, 
g(G) = 1 for n = 2, g(G) = 3 for n = 3, g(G) = 2n - 4 for n L 4 and G has a 4-cycle, 
g(G)=2n-3 for n>4 and G has no 4-cycle; see [l-5,7-9,12,14,15,18,20]. 
The gossip time problem is similar to the gossip problem except that telephone 
calls are allowed to occur simultaneously. The problem is to determine the minimum 
time gt(G) for completing gossip in a graph G. This problem is not well solved as 
the gossip problem. The only results, as we know, are the following. For the path 
P, of n vertices, gt(P,) = n when n is odd and gt(P,) = n - 1 when n is even; see [6]. 
For the grid graph G,,. with mz2 and nr2, gt(G,,.) is equal to the diameter of 
G except gt(Gs,,) = 5; see [6]. For the complete graph K,, gt(K,) = [lo&n1 if 12 
is:;en and gt(K,) = rlog,nl + 1 if n is odd; see [2,13,15]. 
A third problem of this type is the broadcast (time) problem. Again, telephone 
calls are allowed to occur simultaneously. The problem is to find the minimum time 
bt(x, G) for person x to send his/her message to everyone else. The broadcast ime 
bt(G) of a graph G = ( V, E) is min{ bt(x, G): XE V}; and the broadcast center BC(G) 
is {XE V: bt(x, G) = bt(G)}. [ 191 gave a linear-time algorithm for finding bt( T) and 
BC(T) of a tree T. BC(T) is always a star as the algorithm shows. They also 
presented Johnson’s proof that the problem of computing bt(x, G) in general graphs 
is NP-complete. 
As a generalization of the above three problems, [16] introduced the idea of set 
to set broadcasting. Suppose A and B are two nonempty sets of vertices in a con- 
nected graph G = ( V, E). The set to set broadcast number from A to B, denoted by 
b(A, B, G), is the minimum number of telephone calls by which A broadcasts to B, 
i.e., all people in A send their messages to all people in B. The set to set broadcast 
time from A to B, denoted by t(A, B, G), is the minimum time such that A broad- 
casts to B under the assumption that telephone calls are allowed to occur 
simultaneously. We will use b(a, B, G) for b({a}, B, G) and t(a, B, G) for t({a}, B, G). 
It is easy to see that b( V, V, G) = g(G), t( V, V, G) = gt(G) and t(x, V, G) = bt(x, G) are 
precisely the previous three problems. 
If Q is a sequence of telephone calls by which A broadcasts to B, then the inverse 
sequence of Q is such that B broadcasts to A. Consequently, both functions 
b(A, B, G) and t(A, B, G) are symmetric in A and B, i.e., b(A, B, G) = b(B, A, G) and 
t(A, B, G) = t(B, A, G). It is also clear that these two functions are monotone, i.e., 
b(A, B, G) 2 b(A’, B’, G) and t(A, B, G) 2 t(A’, B’, G) whenever A’ C A and B’ L B. 
The main purpose of this paper is to study b(A, B, G) and t(A, B, G). Section 2 
gives an exact formula of b(A, B, K,). Section 3 gives a linear-time algorithm for 
computing b(A, B, T) of a tree T and Section 4 gives a linear-time algorithm for 
t(A,& T). 
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This section studies the set to set broadcast number b(A, B,K,,) from A to B in 
the complete graph K,. We shall give an exact formula of b(A, B, K,) in terms of 
IA 1, IL? 1, t = IA 13 B I and the gossip number g(K,). Note that g(K,) = 0, g(K,) = 1, 
g(K,) = 3 and g(K,) = 2t - 4 for t 2 4. For simplicity, let g(K,) = - 1. 
Theorem 2.1. Zf IA/=r, IBI= s and IA rl Bl = t, then b(A, B,K,)=r+s_2t+g(K,). 
Remark. [16] proved the theorem for ts3 and b(A, B,K,,)sr+s-2t +g(K,) for 
124. 
Proof. For the case of t 2 1, choose a vertex XEA II B. In order that A broadcasts 
to B, first A -B broadcasts to x by using r- t calls. Secondly, vertices in A fl B make 
a complete gossip by g(K,) calls. At this moment, x knows the messages of all 
vertices in A. Finally, x sends these messages to all people in B-A by S- t calls. 
This gives b(A, B, K,,) 5 r+ s- 2t + g(K,). The case of t = 0 is similar except that now 
we choose x E A. 
Next we shall prove that b(A, B, K,) L r + s - 2t + g(K,). Suppose m = b(A, B, K,) 
and c,,c2 ,..., c, is a sequence of telephone calls by which A broadcasts to B. 
Consider the graph G with I’(G) =A U B and E(G) = {c,, . . . , c,}. Note that G is 
connected. For the case of t = 0, the connectivity of G gives IE(G)/ 2 / V(G)1 - 1 and 
so 
b(A,B,K,)=m= IE(G)I 2 / V(G)/ - 1 =T+s- 1 =r+s-2t+g(K,). 
For the case of t 2 1, we consider the graph G * obtained from G by shrinking A fl B 
to a vertex x*. Note that I V(G*)l = r+s-2t + 1. Let T* be a spanning tree of G*. 
T* corresponds to t disjoint trees T,, . . . , T, in G; each T, contains exactly one 
vertex Xi in A fl B. For each call ci = (x, y) with x E Tj and y E Tk , let CT = null if j = k 
or equivalently ci E E( T*); CT = (xj, xk) if j# k or ci $ E( T*). Replace Ci by CT in the 
sequence ci, c2, . . . , cm to get a sequence of m * = m - lE( T*) 1 calls among vertices in 
AflB. 
Denotes Qi the sequence of calls ci, . . . , Ci and Q: the sequence CT, . . . , CT. For a 
sequence Q of calls and a vertex x, let Y(x, Q) be the set of vertices in A fl B whose 
messages x learns after the calls in Q are made. 
Claim. Y(Xi,Qj*)> Y(O,Qj) for DE 1/(Ti), lsist, Osjsm. 
If the claim holds, then we have that Y(Xi, QG) > Y(Xi, Q,) = A fI B, i.e., the m* 
calls Qi in A fl B make each person in A Cl B knows the message of everyone else. 
so 
g(K,)sm*=m- IE(T*)l = m-(1 P’(T*)l -l)=m-(r+s-2t), 
i.e., b(A,B,K,,)=mrr+s_2t+g(K,). 
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Now, we shall prove the Claim by induction on j. The case of j = 0 is true since 
Y&j, Q,*> = Y&i, Qo> = +;I and Y(u, Qo) =0 for o$A tl B. Suppose the Claim 
holds for j- 1. NOW consider the sequence Qj=Qj_ 1 Cj where cj=(Ut, ~2) with 01 E T, 
and uzsTb. Note that Y(Xi,Qj*)= Y(Xi*Qj*_t) for x;${x,,x~}; and Y(o,Qj)= 
Y(u,Qjml) for 06 (u,, u2}. By induction hypothesis, we only have to prove the 
Claim for xi E {x,,xb} and u E { ui, u2}. By induction hypothesis, Y(x,, Q,? i) 2 
Y(ui, QJ - 1) and YCq,, Qj*- 1) 2 Y(uz, Qj- 1). Hence, 
y(x,, Q,? = y(xb, Qj? = y&v Qj*- I> u y&v Qj*- 1) 
The first two equalities follow from the fact that QT = Q,? , when a = b and QT = 
Qj*_ 1~~7 with Cj = ( x,,+,) when a# b. The last two equalities follow from that Qj= 
Qj_lCj with Cj=( ul,u2). These prove the Claim. 0 
3. A linear-time algorithm for b(A,B, T) of a tree T 
In this section, we study the set to set broadcast number b(A, B, T) of a tree T, 
where A and B are two nonempty subsets of V(T). We shall give a linear-time 
algorithm which finds b(A, B, T) and gives a sequence of b(A, B, T) calls by which 
A broadcasts to B. A leaf in a tree is a vertex which is adjacent to exactly one vertex. 
Lemma 3.1. If T’ is a subtree of a tree T and A, BC V(T’), then b(A, B, T)= 
b(A, B, T’) and t(A, B, T) = t(A, B, T’). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the case that V(T)- V(T’) contains only one vertex x 
which is a leaf in T and is adjacent to y. The lemma follows from the fact that the 
deletion of the call (x, y) from a sequence of calls by which A broadcasts to B is still 
a sequence of calls by which A broadcasts to B. 0 
By Lemma 3.1, from now on we can assume that all leaves of T are in A U B. 
If it is not the case, we may repeatedly delete a leaf not in A U B until all leaves are 
in AUB. 
Let T* be the only minimal subtree of T such that each component of T- T* 
contains vertices only in V(T) - B or only in V(T)-A. We call components of 
T- T* branches of T (with respect to A and B). Each branch has a unique vertex 
r adjacent to a unique vertex r* in T*; r is called the root of the branch and r* the 
co-root. A branch that contains vertices only in V(T) -B (respectively V(T) -A) 
is called an A-branch (respectively B-branch). 
Figure 1 shows an example of T and T* in which A = (1,2,8,9} and B= 
{ 3,8,11,13}. Vertices of A -B, B-A, A fl B are labeled by a, b, c respectively. 
Roughly speaking, the algorithm first broadcasts the messages in A-branches to 
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T*. Secondly, the algorithm makes a complete gossip in T*. Finally, it broadcasts 
messages from T* to B-branches. For an A-branch, we broadcast messages from 
leaves toward to the root and then to the co-root. For a B-branch, we broadcast 
messages from its co-root in T* to the root and then to other vertices. More precise- 
ly, we have the following linear-time algorithm. 
Algorithm Bl. 
Input: A tree T= (V, E) and two nonempty sets A, B c V. 
Output: The set to set broadcast number b(A, B, T) and a sequence 
Q of b(A, B, T) calls by which A broadcasts to B. 
Method: 
,5(x)+-a for all xgA-B; 
L(x)tb for all XEB-A; 
L(x)+c for all xeAnB; 
L(x)+0 for all x@AUB; 
{construct T*} 
T”+T; Q,+-0; Q,-0; 
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while (there is a leaf x of T* with L(x) = a or L(X) = b) do 
let y be the unique vertex adjacent to x; 
if L(x) = a then Q, + Q1 (x, y) else Qz + (x, y) Q2; 
if L(y) = 0 then L(y) t L(x); 
if L(y)fO and L(x)#L(y) then L(y)+c; {y is a co-root) 
T*+- T*-x; 
end; 
{complete gossip in T*} 
T’+- T*; 
while (T’ has at least two edges) do 
find a leaf x adjacent to y; 
Ql +Q,(x,Y); Qz+k~)Qz; 
T’+ T’-x; 
end; 
if T’ has one edge (x, y) then Q, + Ql(x, y); 
{get answer) 
Q-Q,Q,; WA& T)+ /PI. 
For the example in Fig. 1, we can use Algorithm Bl to get an optimum sequence 
of calls by which A broadcasts to B: (1,4), (2,8), (9,10), (10,5), (4,5), (5,6), (6,7), 
(78, (6,7), (5,6), (4,5), (3,4), (138, (12,7), (11712). 
Theorem 3.2. Algorithm Bl works. Moreover, b(A, B, T) = a where 
P(T)/, if IE(T*)I 5 1, 
IE(T)l+ IE(T*)l- 1, if E(T*)l22. 
Proof. From the algorithm, it is easy to see that Q is a sequence of a calls by which 
A broadcasts to B. This shows that b(A, B, T) I a. 
Suppose Q* is a sequence of b(A, B, T) calls by which A broadcasts to B. We first 
observe that every edge of T must appear in Q* at least once, for if an edge of T 
is not in Q*, the forests induced by Q* has a component containing a vertex XIZA 
and another component containing a vertex y E B. In this case, y cannot learn the 
information of x. This shows that IQ*1 2 a for IE( T*)l I 1. For the case of 
IE(T*)J~2,suppose ~Q*l<a=IE(T)I+IE(T*)l-l.Sinceeveryedgeof Tappears 
in Q* at least once, T* has at least two edges el and e2 which appear in Q* exactly 
once. The removal of er and e2 from T results in three subtrees, each of the two 
“extreme” subtrees must contain at least one vertex in A and one in B. Thus, there 
is no way for the vertex of B in one of the “extreme” subtrees to receive the in- 
formation of the vertex of A in the other extreme subtree. Then, IQ*1 ~a in any 
case and so the theorem holds. 0 
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4. A linear-time algorithm for t(A,B, T) of a tree T 
In this section, we study the set to set broadcast time t(A, B, T) for a tree T, where 
A and B are two nonempty subsets of V(T). We shall give a linear-time algorithm 
for computing t(A, B, T). Our method employs the algorithm in [19] for finding the 
broadcast center BC(T) of a tree T. Let us first review their results. 
The broadcast time of x in a graph G is bt(x, G)= t(x, V(G), G). The broadcast 
time of G is bt(G) = min{ bt(x, G): XE V(G)}. The broadcast center of G is BC(G) = 
{XE V(G): bt(x, G) = bt(G)}. 
If (u, u) is an edge of a tree T, then T(u, u) and T(o, u) will denote the subtrees 
of T consisting of the components of T- (u, u) containing u and u, respectively. If 
ul, . . . , uk are the neighbors of a vertex w in a tree T, then we have the following 
formula. 
(1) 
where Sk is the set of all permutations of { 1, . . . , k} and T= T(u;, W) for 15 ilk. 
The meaning of (1) is that w sends its message to Di at the rc(i)th time unit and then 
ui broadcasts to V(7;) in bt(Ui, T) time units. Suppose bt(u,, T1)2 bt(uZ, T~)z ... 2 
bt(u,, Tk). It is clear that n(i) = i minimizes (l), i.e., 
bt(w, T) = ,$,yk { bt(oi, Ti) + i>. (2) 
Based on (2), [l9] gave the following linear-time algorithm for finding bt(T) and 
BC( T). 
Algorithm BROADCAST. 
let W be the set of all leaves of T; 
for each w E W do t(w) c 0; 
U&0; T’+T; 
while 1 V( T’) 12 2 do 
(*) 
let w E W satisfy t(w) = min{ t(wi): wi E W}; 
let u be the vertex adjacent to w in T’; 
W+ W- (w}; U+ UU {w}; T’+ T’- {w}; 
if u is a leaf of T’ then 
[let u be adjacent to labeled vertices ul, u2,. . . , uk in U ordered so 
end; 
(**) let u 
that t(u,) 2 t(u2) 2 ... 2 t(uk); 
t(U)+maX{t(ui)+i: llilk}; 
w+ wu {u};] 
be the only vertex left in T’; 
lettheneighborsofuinTbeu,,U2,...,ukwitht(U,)2t(UZ)~...~t(Uk); 
let j be the smallest integer such that t(u,)+j=max{ t(ui)+ i: 1 risk}; 
bt(T)ct(v); BC(T)~{U,~~,U~,...,U~}. 
The following four results from [19] are useful in this paper. 
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(Rl) Suppose in step (*) that Algorithm BROADCAST deletes vertex w from W 
and adds it to U. If u is adjacent to w in T', then t(w) = bt(w, T(w, u)). 
(R2) Let u be the single remaining vertex in step (**) of Algorithm BROAD- 
CAST, and let ui, u2, . . . , uk be the neighbors of u in T ordered so that t(ui)r 
t(uz)L *** 1 t(~~). Let j be the smallest integer such that t(uj) +j= max{t(u;) + i: 
Irisk}. ThenBC(T)={o,u, ,..., Uj} and bt( T) = t(o) = t(Uj) +j. Note that BC( T) 
is a star whose center is u. 
(R3) Let x be a vertex in a tree T and the shortest distance from x to a vertex y 
in BC( T) is k. Then bt(x, T) = k+ bt(y, T) = k + bt( T). 
(R4) Suppose u is the center of the broadcast center BC( T) = {u, u,, u2, . . . , uj} of 
a tree T. For 1 I rlj, there is an optimum call sequence whose first call is (u,, u), 
by which u (respectively u,.) broadcasts to V(T) in bt( T) time units. 
Now we are ready to explain our algorithm for computing t(A, B, T). Again, we 
assume that all leaves of T are in A U B. Let T, (respectively Tb) be the unique 
minimal subtree of T that contains A (respectively B). Note that all leaves of T, 
(respectively T,) are in A (respectively B). Roughly speaking, our method consists 
of three steps: (1) A broadcasts to a vertex x E BC( T,), (2) x broadcasts to a vertex 
y E BC( Tb), (3) y broadcasts to B. More precisely, we have the following linear- 
time algorithm. 
Algorithm B2. 
Tat T; while (T, has a leaf x not in A) do T, 6 T, -x; 
Tb t T, while ( Tb has a leaf x not in B) do Tb + Tb -x; 
Use Algorithm BROADCAST to find BC(T,) = {ui = ulo, un, u12,. . , ulr} 
and BC( Tb) = { u2 = ~20~41, ~22, .. . , ~2~) ; 
if BC(T,) tl BC(T,) contains two vertices which are (ui, uli} = { u2, U2j) 
then [A C_ V(T,) broadcasts to u1 by an optimum call sequence of 
length bt(T,), whose last call is (ut,u,,); {This and next steps 
make use of (R4).} 
ui broadcasts to Bc V(Tb) by an optimum call sequence of 
length bt( Tb), whose first call is (u2, Uzj) = (ul, Uli), however the 
first call was made in the previous step and so can be saved; 
t(A,B, T)~bt(T,)+bt(T~)-l;] 
else [let P=U,i,..., U2j be a shortest path from BC(T,) to BC(T& 
A c V(T,) broadcasts to Uti in T, by bt(T,) calls; 
Uli broadcasts to U2j along P by 1 P 1 calls; 
u2j broadcasts to Bc V(Tb) in Tb by bt(T,) calls; 
t(A,B, T)+- bt( To)+ bt( Tb)+ distance(BC( T,), BC( Tb)).] 
We need the following lemmas to verify the correctness of Algorithm B2, i.e., 
Theorem 4.5. 
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Lemma 4.1. Suppose A and B are two nonempty sets of vertices in a tree T. If B* 
is the set of all vertices in a path between any two vertices in B, then t(A, B, T) = 
t(A, B*, T). 
Proof. Suppose Q is a sequence of calls by which A broadcasts to B. For any x in 
A and y in B*, there are two vertices z, w E B such that y E P(z,, w) which is the unique 
z-w path in T. Either P(x, y) c P(x, z) or P(x, y) c P(x, w). Since x broadcasts to z 
and w through Q, P(x, z) L Q and P(x, w) c Q. Hence P(x, y) c Q, i.e., x broadcasts 
toy through Q. This shows that Q is also a sequence of calls by which A broadcasts 
to B*. 0 
Lemma 4.2. IfBC(T)={o,u,,u, ,..., Uj} is the broadcast center of a tree T, then 
bt(u, T(u, u;)) = bt( T) - 1 for 15 ilj. 
Proof. By the choice of j in (R2), t(uh) + h I t(Uj) +j - 1 for 1 I h < j. This and 






Note that the maximum achieves by h =j when i< j and by h = j - 1 when i = j > 1. 
In either case, bt(o, T(u, Ui)) = t(uj) + j- 1 = bt( T) - 1. For the case of i = j = 1, the 
above argument only gives bt(u, T(u, ui)) 5 t(Uj) + j - 1 = bt( T) - 1. However, at the 
moment when T’ has only two vertices u and Uj in the while loop of Algorithm 
BROADCAST, bt(u, T(u, Ui))= t(u)> t(Uj)=bt(G)-j=bt(G)- 1. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Suppose BC(T) = (u, u,, u2, . . . , Uj} is the broadcast center of a tree T. 
Let T= U15icj {(u, Ui)+ T(Ui, u)}. Then BC(T)=BC(T), bt(T)=bt(T) and bt(x, T)= 
bt(x, T) for all XE V(T). 
Proof. The lemma follows from Algorithm BROADCAST and results (Rl)- 
(R3). 0 
Lemma 4.4. If T, and T2 are two subtrees of T such that V(T,) fl V(T,) = {x}, 
then t(A, B, T) = t(A,x, T) + t(x, B, T). 
Proof. If Qi (respectively Q2) is a sequence of calls by which A broadcasts to x 
(respectively x broadcasts to B), then Qi Q2 is a sequence of calls by which A 
broadcasts to B. So t(A, B, T) 5 t(A, x, T) + t(x, B, T). On the other hand, suppose 
Q=c,...c, is an optimal sequence of calls by which A c V(T,) broadcasts to 
B G V( T,). Permute the calls in Q to get a new sequence Q* = Qi Q2, where each 
Q;= Qfl E( Ti), such that calls in Qi have the same order as in Q. Note that any 
subsequence of Q by which a vertex in A broadcasts its message to a vertex in B 
must have calls in E( Tl) followed by calls in E( T,). Hence Q* is also a sequence 
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of calls by which A broadcasts to B. Thus 
t(A,B,T)=m=IQ,I+IQ,/rt(A,x,T)+t(x,B,T). 0 
Theorem 4.5. Algorithm B2 gives an optimum sequence of calls by which A broad- 
casts to B. Furthermore, t(A, B, T) = bt( T,) + bt( Tb) - 1 when 1 BC( T,) n BC( Tb) I 2 
2, and t(A, B, T) = bt( T,) + bt( T,) + distance(BC( T,), BC( Tb)) otherwise. 
Proof. Since A c V( T,) and B c V( Tb), Algorithm B2 gives a sequence of calls by 
whichA broadcasts to B. So t(A,B, T)lbt(T,)+bt(T,)-1 when IBC(T,)nBC(T,)Ir 
2, and t(A, B, T) I bt( T,) + bt( Tb) + distance(BC( T,), BC( Tb)) otherwise. 
Since all leaves of T, (respectively T,) are in A (respectively B), by Lemma 4.1, 
t(A,B, T)=t(UT,), UT,), T)rt(UZ), I’(Tb), T). 
Case 1: IBC(T,)nBC(T,)lr2. In this case, BC(T,)nBC(T,) must contain o, 
and u,; otherwise u1 and u2 together with two vertices in BC( To) fl BC( Tb) form a 
4-cycle. We can assume { ul, uli} = { u2, Uzj} C BC( T,) fl BC( T,), where 1 I ic r and 
1 IjlS. 
Subcase 1.1: u1=u2. For each 1 I his, T,, = T, n T(ul, ~4~~) and T2,, = Tb n 
{(u,,u~~)+ T(zQ~, ul)} are two subtrees of T which intersect only at ui. Let m= 
t( V( T’), V( Tb), T) and Q = c 1 . . . c, be a sequence of calls by which V(Ta) broad- 
casts to V(Tb). Since V( Tlh) c V( To) and V( T2h) c V( Tb), Q is also a sequence of 
calls by which V(T,,) broadcasts to V(T2,). Note that T,, = T0 when u2,, $ V( Ta) or 
T,,, = TO(ol, z+J when Uzh E V( To>. So bt( T,,) = bt( TO) or bt( T,,) = bt( To) - 1 by 
Lemma 4.2; in any case bt( Tlh) 2 bt( To) - 1. From Lemma 4.4, Q* = c~~(~~,) . . . c, is 
a sequence of calls by which u2 = u1 broadcasts to Tzh for 1 I h IS. Hence Q* is also 
a sequence of calls by which u2 broadcasts to V(Tb). Then m - bt(TO)+ 1 = IQ*1 2 
bt(Tb); i.e., t(A,B, T)rmzbt(Ta)+bt(Tb)- 1 =bt(T,)+bt(T,)- 1 by Lemma 4.3. 
Subcase 1.2: u1 =Uzj and u2=uli. In this case, BC(T,)n BC(T,)= {u,,uli} = 
{ u2, U2j} otherwise there is a 3-cycle. T, = TO(u,, u2) and T, = (u2, ul) + Tb(u2, ul) are 
two subtrees of T which intersect at ul. Hence 
t(A, B, T) 2 t( V(z), VT& T) 
zt(V(Ti), V(T21, T> 
= t( V( T,), ul, T)+ t(u,, V(T,), T) (by Lemma 4.4) 
= bt( TJ - 1 + bt( Tb) (by Lemmas 3.1 and 4.2) 
= bt( T,) + bt( Tb) - 1 (by Lemma 4.3). 
Case 2: IBC(T,) fl BC(T,)I 5 1. Suppose the shortest distance from BC(T,) to 
BC(T,) is along a u,;-uzj path P where Orilr and O<j<s. Let T,=TO+P if i= 
0, and T, = Ta(UIo, U,i)+ (U,,, U,;)+ P otherwise. Let T2 = Tb if j=O, and T2= 
Tb(u2e, U2j) + (u2e, ~2~) otherwise. Then 
t(A,B, T)zt(V(To), VT& T) 
Set to set broadcasting 421 
2 t( u To) n u r, 1, u TJ f-7 v( T,), T) 
= f( v( C> n V TI 1, u2j, T> + G"2j, V( Tb) n V( T2), T) 
(by Lemma 4.4) 
= bt( Ta) + IP 1 + bt( Tbb) 
(by Lemmas 3.1 and 4.2) 
=bt(T,)+bt(T,)+ 1PI 
(by Lemma 4.3). 0 
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